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Equities: European equities have opened lower as the month and
quarter draw to a close. The main indices on the continent are
currently about 2.4% weaker, the German DAX index has broken a
support line and is trading its lowest price since early March. Focus
this week for the Eurozone has been on inflation, this morning France
saw a record high inflation print.
Asian markets were mixed overnight, with China outperforming after
its PMIs returned to expansion amid the nation's slow and uneven
Covid re-opening. 
VIX is at $29.75 on Thursday, still well contained in its wedge pattern
of the past number of months.

Fixed income: Bond markets caught a bid on Wednesday amid what was a
generally downbeat investor sentiment. Bond yields had likely overextended
themselves to the upside over the past few weeks and are beginning to pull
back as investors' attention shifts towards slowing growth rather than
surging inflation. US 10yr down to 3.05% on Thursday, German 10yr to
1.425%, and UK 10yr to 2.35%.

Looking ahead: The highlight of the day will come from the US - when they
release the Core PCE inflation figure for the month of May. Core PCE (strips
out energy and food prices) is forecast to come in at 4.8% vs April's 4.9%
and March's 5.2%.
OPEC+ (including Russia) ministers are due to meet again today after their
online session yesterday. Markets are expecting another modest increase to
production which should help ease energy prices somewhat.
Tomorrow morning's Eurozone CPI is estimated to come in at another
record high of 8.5% for June vs May's 8.1%. Today and tomorrow's inflation
figures from the US and Europe will have a direct impact on central bank
policy next month.

Currencies: The Dollar looks on course for some gains this week,
EUR/USD is down to 1.042 at the time of writing, while GBP/USD (aka
cable) is down to 1.213.
The greenback is seeing support thanks to its safe-haven status as risk
assets sell off once again. However, falling Treasury yields have
capped the dollar's ascent today.
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Home price increases in the United States slowed slightly during April for
the first time in months, according to the 'S&P Case-Shiller index' figure
earlier this week. Although it was only marginal, this slowdown could be the
first potential sign of a cooling in house prices in the States and beyond.
Prices across the country still increased by a whopping 20.4% y/y, versus the
previous month's 20.6%. The last slight deceleration was back in November.
This latest decline occurred as mortgage rates topped 5% for the first time
during the final week of April, an early indication of how quickly the once-
blistering hot housing market has calmed down.
Going forward, we believe that deceleration in home prices across
developed regions will slow down substantially from this point. Many market
commentators are now of the opinion that higher mortgage rates will slow
buyers demand over the coming months. The lack of for-sale inventory and
rising borrowing costs should in theory price-out many would-be buyers.
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American multinational transportation conglomerate FedEx announced
plans on Wednesday to boost future earnings by focusing in on more
profitable deliveries. The company's shares however have moved about
1.2% lower in after-hours trade in New York as FedEx's forecast for its
growth-driving e-commerce delivery division remained stuck below pre-
pandemic levels.
FedEx projects EPS growth of 14% - 19% per year through 2025. It also
expects revenue to grow by between 4% and 6% annually during that
period.

This morning French CPI came in at a y/y result of 6.5% in June, another
fresh record high for the country and coming in ahead of analysts'
expectations for 6.3%. 
Yesterday we saw German CPI come down for the first time since January -
at a y/y result of 7.6% vs 8.0% forecasts and the previous month's 7.9%.
Spanish CPI was at an elevated 10.2% this month vs expectations for 8.8%
and the prior 8.7%. Tomorrow morning at 10am we will hear the full
Eurozone figure, forecast at 8.5% y/y for June.

30/06/2022 - OPEC meetings
30/06/2022 - US Core PCE
01/07/2022 - Eurozone CPI
01/07/2022 - US Manufacturing PMI


